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9. A representative propanation procedure is as follows: A 
solution of potassium iodide; (7.0 g, 42 mm이) in 20 m/ 
of water was added slowly to the solution of benzalde
hyde (2.12 g, 20 mmol) and methyl bromocyanoacetate 
(7.12 g, 40 mmol) in 20 ml of ethanol at 25M. After stirr
ing for 10 hr at 25t?, the pnxiuct was filtered and rinsed 
with 20 ml of cold ethanol. The obtained product was 
dried and recrystallized from 95% ethanol to give 2.6 
g (45% yi이 d) of 1*.

10. Analytical data of h are as follows: L： 'H-NMR (ace- 
tone-d6) 8 2.63 (s, 2H), 3.93 (s, 6H); IR (KBr) 3105, 3008 
(propane ring C-H)t 2240 (CN), 1745 (trans C —O), 1734 
(cis C=O) cm-1. Anal. Calcd for C9H8N2O4： C, 51.92; H, 
3.85; N, 13.46. Found: C, 51.82; H, 3.83; N, 13.48. L： 
】H-NMR (acetone-d6) 8 3.86 (s, 6H), 3.93-4.10 (m, 1H), 
7.30-7.71 (m, 5H); IR (KBr) 3023 (cyclopropane ring C 
— H), 2245 (CN), 1750 (frans C=O), 1737 (os C=O) cm'1. 
Anal. Calcd for C15H12N2O4: C, 63.38; H, 4.23; N, 9.86. 
Found: C, 63.30; H, 4.28; N, 9.80. L：】H-NMR (acetone
de) 6 3.87 (s, 6H), 4.23 (s, 1H), 7.67-7.99 (m, 4H); IR (KBr) 
3075 (cyclopropane ring C —H), 2240, 2220 (CN), 1748 
(C=0) cm-1. Anal. Calcd for Ci6HnN3O4： C, 62.14; H, 3.56; 
N, 13.59. Found: Ct 62.08; H, 3.51; N, 13.51. L：】H・NMR 
(acetone-d6) 8 3.78-4.05 (m, GH), 4.30 (s, 1H), 7.70-8.43 (m, 
4H); IR (KBr) 3090t 3050 (cyclopropane ring C 一 H), 2250 
(CN), 1758 (trans C=O), 1742 (ns C = O) cm-1. Anal. Calcd 
for Ci5HuN3O6: C, 54.71; H, 3.34; N, 12.77. Found: C, 54. 
63; H, 3.39; N, 12.70.
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In the vibrational relaxation of H2O molecules, following 
the excitation to the asymmetric stretching level (v3), relaxa
tion can proceed through several different energy transfer 
pathways.1-3 The equilibration of the v3 and Vi levels is very 
fast, being as fast as the gas kinetic collision rate.2,4 The 
dominant path for the collisional deexcitation of these equili
brated stretching levels by a collision partner is relaxation 
down to the bending overtone (2%) level followed by relaxa
tion of a single bending quantum to the bending fundamental 
(V2) level, which finally returns to the ground level. In recent 
paper, we reported 사)e 001—020, 020-^010, 010-^-000 transi

tion probabilities in H2O+Ar over the temperature range 
of 200-1000 K based on the vibration-to-rotation (VR) model,5 
where the energy release AE is removed by rotation. Calcul
ated transition probabilities agree well with the recent expe
rimental data2 over the entire temperature range. Another 
path for the relaxation of stretching lev이s is down to the 
bending fundamental level, ie., 001—010 relaxation, which 
also finally returns to the ground level. The other path, i.e., 
나le direct relaxation to the ground level (001—000) involves 
a large energy mismatch (AE=3755 cm-1), and is expected 
to be much less efficient than the first two paths. The latter 
two paths are, of course, expected to be less efficient at 
low temperatures, but become more efficient at higher tem
peratures. Therefore, it is interesting to examine the relaxa
tion rate for these different processes. For the latter two 
processes, the application of the model developed in Ref. 
5 is 욚0 straightforward, that it is simple to study the effects 
of the relaxation. In this paper, we report such a study over 
나le temperature range 200-1000 K and compare the resets 
with those obtained for 001~>020 relaxation rate.

In Ref. 5, we have 아iown the derivation of the VR energy 
transfer probability, for the 001^010 transition, the time 
evolution of oscillator state is

I > = exp[gi(t)如广]exp[g2(枷 2*"3〕exp[g3(枷 2 S]

Xexp[g4(t)过 a3kxp[g5(t)7] |001>, ⑴

where I is the identity operator and 戒f) is a complex valued 
function of time. Here 偽 and are ladder operators. The 
probability of 001—010 vibrational deexcitation is

Poowoio= lim Ig2(f)exp[g4(t) +g5。)] 12, (2)
I。。

the following five differential equations have to be solved 
to calculate the transition probability,

晌(t) = -gi(M(Z)2-a)3)-幻2。)殆1。) +F：i(£) (3a)

舰2 아) =故。)和02-a)3)+ 电，iO)g2(£)F ：i(f) +F h(f) (3b)

極3。) =gi(t)F ii(Z)■成！)2 (3c)

舰4。)= 一 gi(t)F 0f) + 尬3 (3d)

瞄(£)=号而2+扇). (3e>

Here W =Fn{R, 0), which is the in
teraction potential responsible for 001^010 transition and 
defined in Ref. 5. The function gRf) is simply exp[ — 江(此 

+(。3)门 and others are obtained numerically.
For the 001-^000 transition, 나le quantum state needed 

in determining the transition probability is

IW。) > = exp[gi(山 3+]exp[g2(，)釦]exp顷(以 3%]

Xexp[^4WZ]l001>t W

where I is also the identity operator. The transition probabi
lity is

P001-000- lim Ig2(f)exp[g3(f)+g4(f)기즈, ⑶ 
f—*OD

where g/s are the solutions of

極 i(£)=痴迎 i(f) -FM) (6a)

稲2。) = 一充论泗2。) +F\n(t) 1나>)
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Ta비e 1. Calculated Transition Probabilities for H2O4-Ar at Va
rious Temperatures

7、(K) 尹001)20" R)OD10 ■Poodoo

200 1.686 (一 3)» 8.425 (-5) 6.431 (-6)
300 2.240 (-3) 1.270 (-4) 9.959 (-6)
500 3.203 (-3) 2.298 (-4) 1.905 (-5)
700 3.882 (-3) 3.695 (-4) 3.153 (-5)

1000 5.511 (-3) 6.636 (-4) 5.969 (-5)

"This means the probability for H2O (001) + Ar->H20 (020)+Ar.
1.686 (—3)=1.688X107

观3(t) =■尬)3 (6c)

训％ (t) =gi(t)F\i(f) + 京知 3, (6d)

where 尸皿。)=(+/2®3)$瓦0), which is responsible for 
001—000 transition.

Potential constants used in the calculation are the same 
as in Ref. 5. The thermal averaged transition probability can 
be written in the form5

WT) = (l/2n) J：(2b压s)db (知)2

exp(L(l/&n时)+

exp( —Eg/kT^dERP^Er, E, b, Go). (7)

In the present VR model, where the energy release AE is 
removed by rotation, we replace the rotational energy Er 
in the probability expression by the symmetrized energy 
Er ~ 1/4L (Er+AE) ]2, which is equivalent to taking
the average velocity Q=(Q + R»/2.

In Table 1, we present calculated values of both Pooi-oio 
and Poowooo from 200 to 1000 K and compare them with 
^001-020. The probability P001-020 increase오 from 1.686X10-3 
at 200 K to 5.511 X IO-3 at 1000 K. These values are in ag
reement with experimental data over the entire temperature 
range.2 As shown in the table, the probabilities Poowoio are 
much smaller than the former. The probability at 200 K is 
5% compared to Poowoao. increasing up to 12% as the tem
perature increases up to 1000 K. It is interesting to note 
that these effects become more efficient at higher tempera
ture. The direct relaxation probabilities from the asymmetric 
stretching level to the ground level are considerably ineffi
cient compared to the deexcitation to the former two proces
ses. The probabilities P001-000 are markedly smaller, being 
only ~0.5% compared to Pooi-»o2o at 200 K and ~1% at 1000 
K, respectively. Comparing the above results, we first note 

that the major source of these differences of probabilities 
is the energy mismatch AE. For the transition 001->020, 
the amount of energy released is only 604 cm-1, whereas 
the energy mismatch AE is 2160 cm-1 for the transition 
001->010 and as great as 3755 cm"1 for the 001->000 energy 
transfer process. Thus the 001->020 transition process ap
pears to be of major importance in the relaxation of the 
asymmetric stretching level. On the other hand, the transi
tion 001—020 involves three vibrational levels in the relaxa
tion; ie.t V3— W0 and 庭 = 0-)1-녀2 For the transition 001 
一으010, two vibrational levels are involved; i.e.r 捲 =1—0 and 
02 = dL However, the 001—>000 energy transfer process in
volves only one vibrational level; y3 —1->0. We expect that 
the three-quantum process is less efficient than the two-qu- 
antum process, and two-quantum process is less efficient 
than the single quantum process, if the energy mismatches 
are all the same.5 In the above processes, however, the single 
quantum process involves much greater energy mismatch 
than the multiquantum processes, so the energy transfer 
probabilities are remarkably small. But it is noteworthy that 
two-quantum process (001010) becomes efficient as the 
temperature increases de옹pite the larger energy mismatch. 
On the other hand, because of the vibration-to-translation 
(VT) probability become more efficient relative to the VR 
probability at higher temperatures, we shall discuss the VT 
mechanism here. When we invoke the VT model, AE is then 
removed by translation, so E in Eq. (7) have to be replaced 
by E=1/4{[E(1-Z>洒*2) + aeH + [E(1-Z>次*2)的}2. The 
calculated VT probabilities for P001-010 and P001-000 are 3.295 
X10^4 and 1.213X IO-5, respectively. These values are at 
most ~50% and ~25% of the VR values, and also much 
smaller than Pooi->o2o- These VT values at 300 K are about 
two orders of magnitude smaller than those of VR. There
fore, we conclude that the relaxation of H2O (001) by Ar 
can be interpleted by the deexcitation to the bending over
tone level over the temperature range of 200-1000 K.
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